
DANÉL MULLER- MISTY LANDSCAPE 

How to paint a landscape study in fabric by using the monochrome palette of dress
net, chiffon and other delicate fabric. Are you unsure of your creative abilities?
You may merely be lacking the skill, tools and confidence to create a minimalistic
art quilt. Learn how to construct a landscape by using a few practical steps.  

Misty Landscape is a one-day class aimed at quilters that want to explore art quilt 
techniques in a practical way. The technique will be explained step by step from tone 
mapping an existing image to how to apply the final touches.

The goal of the class is to familiarise students with the use of dress net as a method of
embellishment  to  incorporate  in  different  art  quilts.  This  class  is  taught  to  include
machine  and  handwork.  A  compulsory  kit  will  be  available  to  give  the  students  the
opportunity to experiment with the different material and fabrics used for this technique.
The finished size of the project is A3. The final product can be used as a cushion cover or
wall hanging. This class is hands-on, fun and creative and every person will be energized to
experiment  with  the  technique.  Every  quilt  in  the  class  turns  out  different,  as  each
student will be encouraged to experiment with the light and shadow and even the smallest
difference in placement will change the shape. The class is aimed at students with at least
an intermediate skills level. This class is the original concept and design of Danél-Marie
Muller and will be presented by her.  .

Kit:   A compulsory  kit.    R35.00  Additional  fabric  will  be
available in class to use as well.  

Equipment and tools required: Sewing  machine,  extension  cord  and  basic  sewing
supplies. 

The Kit
The kit will consist of the following items:

Nylon dress net in the following colours: White, Light grey, Dark grey, Black. A picture of 
the original photo. An A3 full size pattern image to work from. A piece of plastic to make 
the pattern on. 
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Students to bring:

Thread in White, Grey, Black, Invisible thread – smoke and Extra bobbins if you want 
to wind some thread from the class stash.
Marking pencils – white and HB 
Fine permanent marker
A pair of tweezers
Scissors – Small sharp point 
1 fat quarter size cotton fabric in black / black batik fabric / very dark fabric, cut in 1
x A3. Bring the rest of the fabric.


